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This will be a new series of blog posts explaining different ways to contribute to KDE in an easy-to-digest manner. I
plan for this series to be parallel to my keyboard shortcuts analysis so that there can be content being published
(hopefully) every week. I was also feeling a bit bad about the fact that this blog is available over planet.kde.org (a feed
for blog posts made by KDE contributors that also shows a bit of their personal lives and projects), but my other series

was focusing more on other DEs, despite also being a project to improve KDE.
The purpose of this series originated from how I feel about asking users to contribute back to KDE. I firmly believe that
showing users how contributing is easier than they think is more effective than simply calling them out and directing
them to the correct resources; especially if, like me, said user suffers from anxiety or does not believe they are up to the
task, in spite of their desire to help back.
It is true that I had the initiative to contact Nate Graham and Carl Schwan through Reddit, but it is also true that, had
they not shown me how contributing back can be done in several small, feasible ways too, I would likely not have
started contributing back.
Out of respect and due to the current need for help with updating the KDE websites, my first post on this subject will
document how to help Carl Schwan port older websites to Markdown, despite there being easier tasks than that.
Currently, and as to my knowledge, Carl Schwan and Adrián Chaves Fernandez are the only two main KDE websites
contributors, with help and mentorship from other KDE contributors such as Jonathan Riddell and, of course, the whole
Promo team, who handles websites as well. This is quite the low number of contributors for such a huge amount of
websites to be updated, you see; that?s why your help would be much appreciated!
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